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General hospitals manage the conflicting operational requirements of routine patients, whose admissions
are planned and whose services follow a priori specified standard treatment processes, and complex patients,
whose admissions may be unplanned or who have complicating chronic diseases that interfere with standard
procedures. To overcome this tension, scholars have suggested replacing general hospitals with two types of
organizations – “value-adding process clinics” for routine patients and “solution shop hospitals” for more
complex patients. Taking a service quality perspective, we provide empirical support for this proposal. First,
we find that routine patients benefit more from their hospital’s focus on their disease segment than from
its total patient volume in the disease segment. This suggests that quality benefits for routine patients
can be largely achieved through a reorganization of a hospital into focused hospitals-within-hospitals and
are not predicated on complex multi-hospital regional reorganizations to shift patient volumes. Second,
complex patients do not appear to benefit from focus on their disease segment, suggesting that solution
shops may maintain the broad portfolio of services that is mandated for effective emergency care. Third,
and perhaps surprisingly, mortality rates for complex patients are lower in hospitals that have a lower
volume of admissions in the patient’s disease segment. This suggests that the reduced patient volume of
solution shops as a consequence of separating out routine patients may actually improve service quality
for the remaining complex patients in the solution shops. Finally, we provide evidence that solution shops
can actively improve service quality for complex patients by adopting a disease-based rather than medical
specialty-based departmental routing strategy for newly arriving patients. A counterfactual analysis, based on
a recursive multi-variate probit model with three endogenous variables (volume, focus, and routing strategy)
suggests that the proposed reorganization could reduce mortality in our sample by 8.55% for routine patients
treated in organizationally separated disease-focused value-adding process clinics and by 5.25% for the
remaining non-routine patients treated in solution shops with a strengthened disease-based routing strategy.
Key words : hospital, patient complexity, volume, focus, routing, solution shop, value-adding process,
service quality, mortality
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1.

Introduction

In their influential book, Christensen et al. (2009) describe hospitals as “some of the most managerially intractable institutions in the annals of capitalism”. They identify the co-existence of
mis-aligned business models within a general hospital as a root-cause of the managerial complexity
and suggest that the existing hospitals should be replaced by two types of organizations. One type
is called “value-adding process clinic”, which focus on the execution of “precision medicine” and
deliver standardized, routine treatments for patients with well-diagnosed conditions at predictably
high quality. The other type is “solution shop hospital”, which organize the practice of “empirical”
or “intuitive medicine” and provide care for more complex patients who are non-standard because
their conditions are ill-diagnosed or too complex for the effective application of standard procedures. Solution shop hospitals concentrate on solution-finding, developing and testing hypotheses
in search of the best treatment for the individual patient, while value-adding process clinics focus
on solution-execution, leveraging standardization, scale, and focus.
While the theoretical arguments and anecdotal evidence for an organizational separation of
routine and complex services are compelling (Christensen et al. 2009), there is scant empirical
evidence to date in support of the proposed reorganization. Importantly, separating out routine
patients in a disease group from existing general hospitals into new value-adding process clinics will
change the absolute and relative volumes of the disease groups in the remaining general hospitals. It
is possible that the quality-effects associated with these volume changes counteract any operational
benefits of the separation. Using over 250,000 patient-level discharge records from 60 German
hospitals across 39 disease groups, this paper provides evidence that this is not the case. In fact, we
find that the effects of a hospital’s absolute or relative volume in a disease group on its mortality
rate in the disease group are different for routine and complex patients and that these differences
support the separation model.
First, after controlling for hospital selection, we find no significant effect of total volume in
a disease segment on mortality for routine patients, while mortality for complex patients in a
disease group increases with a hospital’s volume in that disease group, on average from 4.58%
in low-volume hospitals to 6.08% in high-volume hospitals in a disease group. This suggests that
separating routine patients in a disease group out from general hospitals into value-adding process
clinics, thereby lowering the volume of general hospital patients in the disease group, will improve
outcomes for the remaining complex patients in the general hospital.
Second, we find that a hospital’s degree of focus on a disease group, measured as the hospital’s
relative volume of the disease group, is associated with lower mortality in that disease group.
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However, this positive focus effect is confined only to routine patients in a disease group; riskadjusted mortality drops on average from 2.09% in hospitals with a low degree of disease group
focus to 1.36% in hospitals with a high degree of focus. Our data do not show a significant focusmortality effect for complex patients in a disease group. These findings suggest that value-adding
process clinics could be beneficially organized as focused factories (Skinner 1974), concentrating on
a narrow range of disease groups, while solution shop hospitals may maintain a broad spectrum of
services across all disease groups. Solution shops are therefore well aligned with the requirements
of emergency care. In addition, since routine patients benefit from their hospital’s focus on their
disease group rather than its total patient volume in the disease group, focused value-adding process
clinics can be organized at hospital level, as hospitals-within-hospitals, and do not necessarily
require a large-scale regional reorganization of an entire hospital system to achieve significant shifts
in total patient volumes.
Third, concentrating on the organization of solution shop hospitals themselves, we study the process of routing patients into hospital departments. Depending on their departmental organization,
hospitals may adopt two distinct strategies for routing newly arriving patients to a department.
Hospital departments will often be organized around medical specialisms, offering specific treatment options, e.g. surgery in a general surgery department or a conservative treatment for the
same condition in a medicine department. In this case, the routing process incorporates an early
judgement about the best treatment for the patient at the time of admitting the patient. This is
a difficult decision to make, particularly for emergency patients or patients with multiple chronic
illnesses. If these complex patients are routed to the wrong department, they either receive suboptimal treatment or have to be transferred to another department at a later stage, lengthening the
search process for the best treatment.
An alternative strategy routes all patients within a particular disease group into the same hospital
department that is equipped to provide a full range of different treatments for the condition,
across medical specialties. This makes hospital departments demand-focused rather than specialtyfocused, and avoids the need to make potentially premature treatment decisions as part of the
routing decision; the search process for the best treatment is deferred to the admitting department.
We refer to these two routing strategies as specialty-based and disease-based routing. In its pure
form, disease-based routing leads to the routing of an entire disease group into the same hospital
department. While pure disease-based routing is rare, we find that hospitals that concentrate a
larger proportion of patients in a disease group in the same department, i.e. adopt a more diseasebased routing strategy, have significantly lower mortality rates for complex patients in that disease
group, with average mortality across disease groups falling from 6.49% in hospitals with a low
degree of disease group concentration to 4.50% in hospitals with a high degree of disease group
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concentration. There is no evidence in our data that a greater degree of disease-based routing
affects mortality for routine patients, for whom specialty-based routing is less error-prone. This
finding suggests that disease-based routing is preferable to specialty-based routing in solution shop
hospitals.
We conclude the paper with a counterfactual analysis for our patient sample, assuming that
routine patients are separated out into new value-adding process clinics focused on their disease
group while the remaining non-routine patients are treated in general hospitals, which adopt an
improved disease-based departmental routing strategy. After controlling for endogenous patient
selection for all three independent variables (volume, focus, routing strategy), we estimate that this
reorganization of our sample hospitals would reduce mortality rates by 8.55% for routine patients
and by 5.25% for non-routine patients with a strengthened disease-based routing strategy.

2.
2.1.

Literature review
Volume–quality effect

The relationship between total volume of activity and performance has been the subject of a
long-standing scholarly debate related to economies of scale, learning, and experience. The positive association between cumulative experience and performance is referred to as an “empirical
regularity” in Huckman and Zinner (2008) and has been replicated across different settings and
across different levels of analysis, from the individual to the organization (Reagans et al. 2005),
with respect to both productivity and quality performance (e.g. KC and Staats 2012, Thirumalai
and Sinha 2011). The health economics and medical literature complement the management literature and provide evidence of a positive association between volume and clinical quality for a
variety of clinical conditions and surgical procedures (e.g. Birkmeyer et al. 2002, Gaynor et al.
2005). However, while the sign of the association is generally reported as positive, some studies
report a negative association (e.g Horwitz et al. 2015). In a systematic review of the literature
Mesman et al. (2015, p. 1066) conclude that “after decades of research, only a few studies focus
on the circumstances under which volume and outcome show a positive association as well as the
underlying mechanisms.” The mechanisms and organizational factors that affect the strength of
the volume–quality relationship remain poorly understood.
The management literature on learning offers insights into potential contingency factors (Pisano
et al. 2001, Theokary and Ren 2011), and management scholars have recently begun to unpick
the notion of experience, distinguishing between focal, related, and unrelated experience (e.g. Boh
et al. 2007, KC and Staats 2012, Schilling et al. 2003), same-task and different-task experience
(Staats and Gino 2012), experience from success or failure (KC et al. 2013), and firm-specific and
non-firm-specific experience (Huckman and Pisano 2006). These studies suggest that the volume
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effect is contingent on volume characteristics. Our paper contributes to this developing contingency
theory of the volume–quality effect by showing that the strength and direction of the association
between volume and outcome is significantly moderated by patient complexity. In a recent hospital
level study, Theokary and Ren (2011) find that greater patient volume is associated with decreased
process quality for hospitals with high teaching intensity. These large teaching hospitals are likely
to treat more complex patients. We take this study further by analysing the moderating effect of
complexity at the patient level, while controlling for teaching status through hospital fixed effects.
Our paper’s emphasis on service quality and disease group volume, rather than total hospital
volume, complements recent work by Clark (2012), who studies the effect of hospital volume and
focus on costs and its interaction with patient comorbidity and provides evidence that hospital
volume and hospital focus are associated with lower cost but that these cost benefits are diminishing
with patient comorbidity.
2.2.

Focus–quality effect

In a multi-service firm, increased volume in a customer segment leads, ceteris paribus, to the
increased relative volume of that segment within the firm’s service portfolio and, therefore, to an
increase in the firm’s degree of focus on that segment. The question therefore arises as to what
extend an estimated volume effect is attributable to focus (relative volume) rather than scale (absolute volume). Following Skinner (1974)’s seminal paper, the performance effect of focus has received
much attention in the operations literature and practice. Healthcare has been a particularly fruitful
context for the study of focus effects on service quality (see e.g. Clark and Huckman 2012, KC and
Terwiesch 2011). However, the causal effect of focus on service quality, and specifically on mortality in the hospital context, remains debatable. While there is evidence of a positive association
between a hospital’s focus on a disease group and service quality, several studies have highlighted
the importance of testing and correcting for endogenous selection when the effect of hospital focus
is evaluated as better outcomes may be attributable to the ability of these hospitals to attract
a comparatively healthier patient pool (“cherry-picking”) rather than their superior operational
performance (Cram et al. 2005). In fact, using the context of cardiac services in California, KC and
Terwiesch (2011) demonstrate that this selection effect can fully account for any observed superior
performance of disease focus at the hospital level.
In response to inconclusive evidence about the causal effect of focus on service quality, scholars
have begun to develop a contingency theory of focus in service industries, trying to understand
under which conditions focus has a beneficial effect on performance and when it may be less
effective. Using the context of cardiovascular services, Clark and Huckman (2012) show that the
quality effect of focus is amplified by the degree to which a hospital offers services in disciplines that
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are related to the focal service. Our paper contributes to this emerging contingency theory of focus
in the hospital context by providing empirical evidence that patient complexity is an important
contingency factor for the focus–quality effect: Routine patients in a disease group are more likely
to benefit from an increase in their hospital’s focus on their disease group than complex patients.
2.3.

Departmental routing and gatekeeping

Departmental routing relates naturally to the operations literature on gatekeeping. Gatekeepers,
such as primary care physicians or emergency doctors in the healthcare context, are typically
customers’ first point of contact with the firm. Gatekeepers decide whether to serve customers
themselves or refer them to other, more specialized service providers within or outside the organization (Shumsky and Pinker 2003). The operations literature on gatekeeping has been largely
concerned so far with factors that affect referral rates, specifically, incentivization schemes (Lee
et al. 2012, Shumsky and Pinker 2003) and workload (Freeman et al. 2016). In the context of a
multi-service firm, such as a general hospital, the binary decision whether or not to refer a customer
to a specialist (e.g. the emergency doctor’s decision to admit the patient to the hospital) is only
one aspect of the gatekeeping decision. Conditional on a positive referral decision, the gatekeeper
has the choice between several possible referral departments. Alizamir et al. (2013) analyze a normative model to address this challenge in the context of congested systems. We complement this
modeling study with empirical evidence that highlights the relevance of patient complexity for the
choice of routing strategy in the context of hospital services. Specifically, we show that a hospital’s
strategy to route a larger proportion of a disease group into the same department benefits complex
patients more than routine patients.

3.

Hypothesis development

The paper’s hypotheses relate to five concepts – patient segment, patient complexity, segment
volume, segment focus, and segment concentration – which we will now explain before we develop
the hypotheses. Multi-service firms, such as general hospitals, serve multiple customer segments.
These are groups of customers who share a similar primary need, defined as the customer’s reason
for engaging with the organization. In the hospital context, the primary need is the reason why
a patient is admitted to the hospital, such as pneumonia or a hip fracture. The World Health
Organization’s (WHO) International Classification of Diseases (ICD) provides a global standard
that allows hospital patients to be grouped by the disease identified as the reason for hospital
admission. These groups of patients with the same primary need form natural patient segments.
We will provide more detail on this segmentation in Section 4.2.
In addition, and orthogonal to the segment classification, customers within a segment can be
classified by their degree of complexity. From an operations management perspective, the complexity of a customer’s need can be expected to increase the uncertainty about the appropriate service
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process for the customer. We therefore use process uncertainty as the theoretical lens to develop
our hypotheses. Process uncertainty refers to the degree of incompleteness of a firm’s information
at the beginning of the service episode about the “what, where, when, and how” of that customer’s
service process (Argote 1982, Larsson and Bowen 1989).
A customer’s process uncertainty depends on (i) the total amount of information required before
confident service decisions for that customer can be made and (ii) how much of that information is
available at the start of the customer’s service episode. The total amount of required information
depends on the customer’s needs and is likely to vary by customer segment, reflecting average
information requirements for the customer’s primary need, as well as within segments, reflecting
customer idiosyncrasies. In the hospital context, variation among patients within a disease segment
is often caused by comorbidities, typically chronic illnesses, which are ancillary needs that are not
the cause of admission but may complicate the diagnosis and treatment of the primary need (Clark
2012, Gittell 2002). Comorbidities generally increase the total amount of information required
before confident service decisions can be made.
The second determinant of process uncertainty – how much of the required information is available at the start of the service episode – is captured in the hospital context by the patient’s
admission status. Patients whose hospital admission was planned will typically have been seen by
a hospital doctor as an outpatient before admission and will have a treatment plan in place when
they are admitted. Conversely, emergency patients have no such plan and therefore, ceteris paribus,
more information is missing at the time of admission. Patients with the highest degree of process
uncertainty are emergency patients with multiple comorbidities, while patients with the lowest
degree of process uncertainty have planned hospital admissions and no comorbidities. We define
these as complex and routine patients, respectively. Other patients, including emergency patients
with no or low comorbidity burden and planned patients with comorbidities, have a moderate
degree of process uncertainty and serve as benchmark patients in the empirical study.
We study the service quality effects of three operational characteristics of a patient segment
within a hospital and, specifically, how these effects vary between routine, benchmark and complex
patients within the segment. The three variables of interest are: (i) the hospital’s total segment
volume, measured by the annual number of hospital admissions in the disease segment, (ii) the
hospital’s segment focus, measured by the relative annual segment volume in a disease segment
as a percentage of the hospital’s total annual patient volume across all segments, and (iii) the
hospital’s degree of segment concentration, measured as the percentage of patients in a disease
segment routed to the hospital department that admits the majority of the hospital’s patients in
that segment.
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3.1.

Volume–quality effects

Most studies of volume–quality effects in the management, economics, and medical literature posit
and confirm a positive association between volume and performance (e.g. Argote 1993, 2013, Gaynor
et al. 2005, Pisano et al. 2001, Schilling et al. 2003). Two main mechanisms drive the volume–
quality relationship. First, units that have a higher volume of activity benefit from scale economies,
which reduces the average cost of outputs and, if the price is exogenous as in case of most hospital
services, increases profitability and enables investment in quality that low-volume organizations
will not be able to afford. Second, higher volume leads to more task repetition, which leads to
more cumulative experience and thus, through individual and organizational learning, to better
performance (Huckman and Zinner 2008). Each member of the care team for a patient segment
is likely to do a job better as volume increases, leading to higher quality of care in hospitals that
serve a larger annual volume of patients in this segment.
However, increased volume may make coordination more difficult, which can diminish the benefits of scale (Clark 2012). We present three arguments why this coordination challenge is more
pronounced for more complex patients.
First, research has shown that coordination mechanisms vary in their scalability. While impersonal (aka programmed) means of coordination, such as coordination through IT systems (e.g.
electronic patient records, automated personnel scheduling) or scheduled meetings, scale up readily
with increased volume of activity, this is not the case for personal and group-based (aka nonprogrammed) means. In a seminal study of employment security agencies Van de Ven et al. (1976,
p. 331) observed that “as unit size increases, the use of impersonal coordination increases significantly (...) while the use of horizontal channels and group meetings remains invariant with work
unit size”.
The two types of coordination mechanisms – programmed and non-programmed – affect different
types of patients differently. In a study of hospital emergency departments Argote (1982, p. 430)
found that “programmed means of coordination made a greater contribution to organizational effectiveness under conditions of low uncertainty than under conditions of high uncertainty. Conversely,
nonprogrammed means of coordination made a greater contribution to organizational effectiveness
when uncertainty was high.” Since complex patients have a higher degree of process uncertainty
than routine patients, this suggests that coordination challenges will reduce any beneficial effects
of scale more markedly for more complex patients.
Second, high quality care for complex patients is likely to rely on effective informal dialogic
coordination practices, where “action, communication and cognition are essentially relational”
(Faraj and Xiao 2006). This is challenging in hospitals, where teams are often fluid and coordinated
in ad-hoc groupings or “scaffolds”, i.e. meso-level structures that define bounded roles and lead
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to shared responsibility (Valentine and Edmondson 2015). As volume increases, staff numbers
increase, which leads to more fluctuation in fluid teams. As a consequence, staff need to form
and maintain more relationships to achieve effective dialogic coordination. However, research in
social anthropology, initiated by Dunbar (1992), suggests that humans can only maintain a limited
number of stable social relationships, with estimates in the range of 100–200 relationships (see e.g.
Gonçalves et al. (2011) for recent evidence based on Twitter activity). This imposes a limitation
on the scalability of processes that rely on effective dialogic coordination, such as care processes
for complex patients.
Our final argument is of a structural nature. Increased volume may lead to increased structural
differentiation as more granular subdivisions of work tasks into different jobs and groups are put in
place (e.g. Beyer and Trice 1979, Tolbert and Hall 2009) . This increases the range of specific tasks
and requires additional task interfaces, leading to an increased need for coordination. Drawing on
Grant (1996)’s study of knowledge integration, Clark (2012) argues that “hospital volume might
diminish the efficiency of ’wide-ranging’ coordination by reducing the level of common knowledge
(through finer division of labor) and by encouraging an increasingly siloed structure (through greater
structural differentiation).” Since complex patients are more likely to require access to more tasks
and “wide-ranging coordination” than routine patients, coordination issues caused by structural
effects are more likely to impede services for these patients.
In summary, while we follow the literature in positing a beneficial quality effect of segment
volume for routine patients in the segment, we hypothesise that the benefits are likely to deteriorate
with the level of patient complexity.
Hypothesis 1. The effect of a hospital’s volume in a disease segment on service quality is
positive for routine patients in the segment but the quality benefits of volume deteriorate with the
complexity of the patients.
3.2.

Focus–quality effects

Huckman and Zinner (2008, p.179) point out that “the benefits of focus (. . . ) are attributable not
simply to repeating routines, but to limiting the number of different routines pursued within a site
or organization”. While in many industries the narrowing of tasks, and the associated reduced
organizational complexity, is an important mechanism by which focus improves performance, this
conceptualization of focus does not translate easily to the context of general hospitals. As McDermott and Stock (2011) point out, the public mandate of general hospitals to provide comprehensive
hospital services for their catchment population limits their ability to narrow their service spectrum.
McDermott and Stock (2011) suggest that focus in hospitals is better understood as emphasis: A
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hospital’s focus on a disease segment is the consequence of a strategic prioritization of this segment. The hospital seeks to excel in this segment by expanding resources to serve these patients.
Indeed, this conceptualization of focus as emphasis is consistent with the prevalent measurement
of focus in the hospital context as relative patient volume (see e.g. Clark and Huckman 2012, KC
and Terwiesch 2011).
If we follow the literature and its conceptualization of focus as relative volume, then focus and
volume are closely related. An increase in the absolute volume of a patient segment in a hospital
causes, ceteris paribus, an increase in the relative volume of the segment in the hospital. Conversely,
when we hold the volume of a focal segment constant, an increase in the hospital’s focus on this
segment can only occur through a reduction in volume of the non-focal segments. Therefore pure
focus effects are caused by spillovers from changes in patient volumes outside the focal segment.
When the patient volume in other segments is reduced, there is less opportunity to get distracted by
performing tasks that are unrelated to the focal segment, which is known to improve performance
(Schilling et al. 2003). However, as Clark and Huckman (2012) point out, the limited volume of
other patients comes at a cost as it limits the availability of complementary services that, while not
needed for the more routine patients in the focus segment, may be required to serve the ancillary
needs of more complex patients. In addition, as hospitals become more focused on a specific disease
segment they are more likely to draw organizational boundaries around this segment, which can
impede access to knowledge outside these boundaries that may be required for complex patients.
We therefore expect focus to be beneficial for routine patients but that the beneficial effect is
reduced for complex patients in a disease segment.
Hypothesis 2. The effect of a hospital’s focus on a disease segment on service quality is positive
for routine patients in the segment but the quality benefits of focus deteriorate with the complexity
of the patients.
Note that Hypothesis 2 is related to but different from Hypothesis 3 in Clark and Huckman
(2012). Both are moderating hypotheses on the quality benefits of focus on a patient segment.
However, while Clark and Huckman (2012) posit that a hospital’s increased focus on another
segment increases the quality benefits of focus for the average patient in the focal segment, provided
the other segment is related to the focal segment, we ask which patients within the focal segment
accrue more benefits from focus, independently of any other segment’s change in focus.
3.3.

Routing–quality effects

The process of routing customers through service systems to a server with the appropriate degree of
specialization is often referred to as gatekeeping (Shumsky and Pinker 2003). In multi-service firms,
such as hospitals, gatekeepers perform three dependent tasks. First, they diagnose the customer’s
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primary need, thereby allocating them to a customer segment. Second, they decide whether to serve
the customer themselves or refer her to a more specialized department within the organization.
Third, if a referral is necessary, they decide which department to refer the customer to. This third
aspect of the routing process – the choice of the most appropriate department – is our focus in this
study.
When a gatekeeper makes this departmental choice, she will have assigned the customer to
a customer segment and will know from experience which department tends to receive most of
that segment’s customers. Without additional customer-specific information, we can expect the
gatekeeper to believe that this “default department” is the best choice for the customer, and this
belief will be stronger the greater the segment’s concentration in that default department. The
proportion of the firm’s segment customers routed to the segment’s default department – which
is our segment concentration measure – is the segment’s “baserate” and measures the strength of
the gatekeeper’s prior belief that the segment’s default department is the appropriate department
for a segment customer. We will argue that a higher baserate can be expected to lead to fewer
routing errors and, in consequence, to better service quality, and that this beneficial effect of a
high baserate is more pronounced for complex patients.
We explain our main argument in the context of a stylized but realistic gatekeeping process.
Suppose the gatekeeper has identified a customer’s segment and has to decide which department
should serve the customer. The gatekeepers “first impression” is that the customer should be sent
to the segment’s default department because that serves most of these customers. However, following (Hopp and Lovejoy 2013, p. 533 ff), we assume that the gatekeeper will seek confirmation of
this first impression by gathering additional relevant customer-specific information through a test.
If, on the one hand, the test is positive, indicating that the default department is indeed the best
choice for the customer, the gatekeeper’s first impression is confirmed and we can expect her to
assign the customer to the default department. In this case, the probability of an assignment error
(false positive) is smaller the higher the segment’s routing baserate (Hopp and Lovejoy 2013, p.
531). If, on the other hand, the test is negative, indicating that the default department is inappropriate for the patient, the gatekeeper has two conflicting pieces of evidence: her first impression,
indicating that the customer should be referred to the default department, and a negative test
result, indicating that he shouldn’t. The higher the baserate, the more surprising the negative test
result will be for the gatekeeper, and the more surprising the new evidence is, the more likely
it is that the gatekeeper will conduct additional tests before deviating from the first impression
(Hopp and Lovejoy (2013, p. 533), Rabin and Schrag (1999)). This behavior is to be expected as a
consequence of confirmation bias, the human tendency to “accept confirming evidence at face value
while scrutinizing dis-confirming evidence hypercritically” (Lord et al. 1979, p. 2099). Therefore,
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the higher a segment’s routing baserate the larger the likelihood of additional testing after a negative first test and therefore the smaller the likelihood of a departmental allocation error following
a negative test (false negative). In summary, both false positive and false negative errors decrease
with increasing baserate.
Alizamir et al. (2013) confirm that this positive effect of high baserates on the accuracy of
gatekeeping decisions is maintained in the context of a congested system, where diagnostic accuracy
must be traded off against increased congestion as more testing leads to longer service times. They
endogenize the testing decision in a model and show that the gatekeeper’s optimal policy is to
continue testing so long as the current belief falls into a specific interval, which depends on the
state of the system at the time of the decision. For a fixed system state, this interval widens with an
increase in the a priori probability of a default customer type, which equates in our context to the
segment’s baserate. Therefore, when the system is in a specific state and the available information
is inconclusive, an optimizing gatekeeper will conduct more testing the higher the baserate. The
underlying intuition is that a gatekeeper faced with inconclusive evidence is able to spend more
time with the customer in hand when the next customer has a higher a priori probability of a
clear-cut decision and is therefore less likely to require a long diagnostic process. In the hospital
context, we expect this beneficial effect to be more pronounced for complex patients, who require
more time for an accurate departmental allocation in the first place. In the interest of brevity,
we refrain from formulating and testing a hypothesis related to transfer errors in this paper and
refer the interested reader to the supplementary material (Kuntz et al. 2016, Chapter 6.3, Table
9), where we present empirical support that (i) complex patients whose hospitals have a higher
degree of departmental concentration for their segment experience fewer in-hospital departmental
transfers within the first seven days of their hospital stay and (ii) that this beneficial effect of
departmental concentration deteriorates with the complexity of the patient.
Fewer departmental routing errors translate directly into quality benefits. Indeed, if a customer is
not allocated to the best department for her needs, then she will either remain in that department
and receive suboptimal, lower-quality service than in the correct department or the error will be
corrected by transferring her to the correct department, leading to delayed treatment. Emergency
patients are particularly vulnerable to delays of treatment, while this is less likely to be qualitycritical for the non-urgent patients. Transfers themselves may also result in poor service quality
as they require customer-specific information to be passed from the referring to the admitting
department – a process that must be coordinated and is prone to ambiguity and misinterpretation. Indeed, problem-solving processes depend on an adequate information flow, which has been
shown to be disrupted by handoffs, leading to poorer performance (Rathnam et al. 1995). In the
service setting, the consequences of communication breakdowns and information loss have received
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considerable attention, especially in the healthcare domain, where “handoffs during (...) transition of care is a point of vulnerability” (Ong and Coiera 2011, p. 283). The service deterioration
effect of handoffs becomes more pronounced the more information needs to be passed between
departments. We therefore expect information loss to be more likely for complex patients than for
routine patients since the patients’ ancillary needs require more information to be passed on. In
addition, our complex patients are emergency admissions and will often require a fast response,
making quality effect of service delays following a departmental transfer even more detrimental.
In summary, as increased segment concentration reduces departmental allocation errors, service
quality should increase when segment concentration is higher, and this beneficial effect should be
more pronounced for complex patients.
Hypothesis 3. The effect of a hospital’s degree of disease segment concentration on the service quality within the disease segment is positive for complex patients but these quality benefits
deteriorate with decreasing complexity of the patients.
This hypothesis is further supported by organizational arguments. A referral to the segment’s
default department is essentially a delegation of decisions affecting service delivery to the departmental level – the gatekeeper no longer needs to determine the type of service the customer will
receive, as would be the case if she deviates from the default decision. In taking the default decision,
the gatekeeper therefore exploits the “well-known rule of thumb that a decision should be delegated
to the lowest level that has the information necessary to make the decision” (Mihm et al. 2010, p.
843). When a larger proportion of segment patients are allocated to the same default department,
it is more likely that the relevant problem-specific knowledge and requisite range of competencies
required for a disease segment are available in that department. Therefore, the more concentrated
the segment, the more likely it is that the default department will assume “natural lead function(s),
which then (possibly unintentionally) contribute to faster search and solution quality” (Mihm et al.
2010, p. 842).
Higher segment concentration also means that once decisions concerning the required service
tasks are made, the interdependencies among service tasks are more likely to reside within the
default department, reducing reliance on cross-departmental collaboration and increasing solution
quality further. This departmental concentration of service tasks provides communication benefits
among employees due to collocation (Gray et al. 2015) and reduced team dispersion (Bardhan
et al. 2013). Both the search for the best solution and the interdependencies between the service
tasks required to execute the solution are likely to be more complex and require more collaboration for complex patients. As such, these patients are most likely to benefit from high segment
concentration.
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4.
4.1.

Empirical study
Setting

We use patient-level discharge records from German hospitals to test our hypotheses. This setting
has two important advantages. First, as mentioned in Section 3, the hospital industry employs an
internationally accepted disease classification system – the WHO’s ICD system – which is coded
in discharge records and allows us to define meaningful industry-wide patient segments based on
the reason for a patient’s hospitalization. Second, in contrast to the US or UK, German hospitals
have a nationally standardized clinical department classification and their patient discharge records
include standardized codes for the departments patients are admitted to during their hospital stay.
This allows us to measure the degree of segment concentration in a hospital.
The regulatory framework and organizational structure of German hospitals is fairly homogeneous, beginning with the top management team, which is composed of a commercial director,
medical director and nursing director with clearly defined roles and responsibilities for the hospital
as a whole. Inpatient services are managed at the level of specialist departments, led by a powerful
clinical director – the Chefarzt – who is the superior of all doctors in that department, is responsible for safety and clinical outcomes for all patients in that department, and has full budgetary
responsibility for that department. Patients access hospitals either through the emergency department or are referred directly to a specialist department by a primary care doctor or independent
practicing specialist. Health insurance is compulsory in Germany – about 90% of the population
is insured via public sickness funds and 10% through private insurance – and access to hospitals
and hospital reimbursement for inpatient services is independent of a patient’s insurance type.
4.2.

Segmentation

The WHO’s ICD represents the culmination of over a century of global efforts to classify diseases and causes of death for statistical morbidity and mortality studies. These codes serve as
“the international standard diagnostic classification for all general epidemiological and many health
management purposes” (Gersenovic 1995, p. 172). ICD-10, the tenth and most current revision of
the classification scheme, contains several thousand codes for diseases, signs, and symptoms and
other circumstances that may cause a patient to be admitted to a hospital. Importantly, these
codes are organized into a hierarchy. At the highest level there are 22 ICD chapters, which group
diseases by the body’s main biological systems, such as “diseases of the respiratory system,” or
by general disease pathways, such as “infectious and parasitic diseases.” Each chapter is divided
into ICD blocks, of which there are 263 in total. These blocks group more specific disease areas
within chapters, such as “influenza and pneumonia” within the chapter “diseases of the respiratory system.” Each ICD block is subdivided into three-digit codes, e.g. J13, ”pneumonia due to
streptococcus pneumoniae,” totaling more than 2,000 conditions that patients may present with in
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hospitals, and is further subdivided into four- and five-digit codes. Each level in the ICD hierarchy
groups patients into segments with related clinical needs. We chose the 263 ICD blocks as the
disease segments for our study. While a lower ICD hierarchy level would provide a higher degree
of homogeneity of the clinical needs of patients in a segment, discussions with clinicians suggested
that while coding at the level of ICD blocks is generally accepted as reliable, coding accuracy is
likely to deteriorate rapidly at a more granular coding level.
4.3.

Dependent variable and data sample

The unit of observation in our study is a patient episode in a hospital, from admission to discharge.
In line with other service quality studies in hospitals, we use in-hospital mortality as a binary
indicator of clinical quality (Clark and Huckman 2012, Cram et al. 2005, KC and Terwiesch 2011).
Specifically, following Kuntz et al. (2015), we report results on patient mortality during the seven
days following hospital admission, which comprises the critical period of most hospital stays. The
results are qualitatively robust over other fixed observation windows and for total in-hospital
mortality.
The data for this study are derived from three sources. First, we employ a database of standardized administrative discharge records for all patients discharged from 95 German hospitals
over a fixed observation period, totaling 942,296 patient episodes. For 66 hospitals, the observation
period spans 12 months, either from January 1, 2004 to December 31, 2004 or January 1, 2005 to
December 31, 2005. For the remaining 29 hospitals, discharge records are available for 24 months
from January 1, 2004 to December 31, 2005. The data contain a wealth of clinical and operational
information, which we use to define the independent variables and patient-level control structure
for our models. Second, we use a database of Hospital Quality Reports for 2006 (Gemeinsamer
Bundesausschuss 2016). This database extends beyond our sample hospitals, covering 82% of all
German general hospitals in 2006, and therefore also provides information about out-of-sample
hospitals, which we use to construct instrumental variables (IVs) that allow us to address concerns
about endogenous hospital selection. Third, to allow us to control for socioeconomic factors we use
data from the Federal Office for Building and Regional Planning (Bundesamt für Bauwesen und
Raumordnung 2012), which we match to discharge records using the patient’s zip code.
We exclude patients with missing or invalid zip code information, which we need to construct
instrumental variables. In order to increase the homogeneity of the sample, we further exclude
potential outlier hospitals and clinical departments – small hospitals with fewer than 1,000 discharges per year and small clinical departments with fewer than 50 discharges per year – as well
as hospitals with no emergency admissions (e.g. rehabilitation clinics) and all pediatric services.
Finally, to increase the homogeneity of the sample for a mortality study, we exclude disease segments with very low mortality risk. We report results for the sample excluding disease segments
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with a seven-day in-hospital mortality rate below 1%. The results are qualitatively robust over a
range of cut-off values. After these exclusions, the final sample comprises 265,133 patients across
60 hospitals and 39 disease segments. Table 1 in Chapter 1 of the supplementary material (Kuntz
et al. 2016) shows the chosen segments and provides descriptive statistics for this sample.
4.4.

Independent variables: Segment volume, segment focus, and segment
concentration

A hospital’s segment volume is its annualized number of admissions of patients in that segment.
Since typical numbers of hospital admissions vary considerably between segments, a model coefficient of the raw volume variable would not capture the average effect of volume variation across
segments; what is a low hospital volume in one segment may be beyond the maximal hospital
volume in another. In a first step, we therefore standardize segment volumes by computing the zscores for each segment across the hospitals that admit patients of the segment. Figure 1 shows the
segment volume z-score distributions across the sample hospitals (not across the sample patients)
for 12 randomly chosen segments. These distributions are clearly non-normal. In fact, for each
segment there are a few hospitals that have very high z-score, significantly above 3, and these
hospitals are likely to play a particular role for these segments. They may, for example, act as
regional centers if the segment has a low overall population volume. Segments 4 and 8 correspond
to ”malignant neoplasms of lip, oral cavity and pharynx” and ”malignant neoplasms of mesothelial
and soft tissue”, respectively. The corresponding three high-volume hospitals are two large teaching hospitals and a highly specialized pneumothoracic hospital (in the case of segment 4). In this
paper, we are concerned with volume, focus and concentration effects in typical general hospitals,
i.e. we are concerned with the effect over the main body of the volume distribution, rather than
its tails. The location of this main body of the distribution, however, varies considerably from segment to segment, as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. To overcome this problem, we dichotomize the
independent variable and only distinguish between hospitals above or below the median segment
volume across hospitals. Specifically, we assign to patient i in segment s and hospital h the value
Vish = 1 if hospital h’s volume in segment s is above or equal to the median segment volume across
all hospitals that treat patients in segment s and the value Vish = 0, otherwise.
While dichotomization is often criticized for the associated loss of information and statistical
power, we believe that specific benefits outweigh the drawbacks in our context. First, dichotomization alleviates concerns that the shape variation of the z-score distributions across segments, as
illustrated in Figure 2, may lead to spurious effects due to segment confounding on the continuous
measure itself (a 90th percentile of the z-score for some segments is a 50th percentile for others).
Second, MacCallum et al. (2002), while arguing against dichotomization in general, confirm that
dichotomization is justified when distributions have long tails, as is the case in our context (see
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Figure 2b). Third, dichotomization significantly reduces the high correlation between the volume
and focus z-scores, thus ameliorating multicollinearity concerns. Fourth, dichotomization allows us
to calculate instrumental variables based on the patient’s proximity to a hospital that is categorized
as high-volume (high-focus, high-concentration) for their segment (McClellan et al. 1994). Having
said this, we wish to stress that dichotomization only allows us to gain insights into the differences
between low-volume and high-volume hospitals within a segment and that our results should not
be used to assess the effects of small volume changes. In the motivational context of our study,
however, this is not a severe limitation. Any reorganization of general hospitals into value adding
process clinics for routine patients and solution shops for complex patients in a patient segment
will naturally require large changes of segment volumes in hospitals.

Figure 1

Distribution of hospital volume (z-score) per segment

(a) Median volume z-score across sample segments

(b) 90th percentile volume z-score across segments

Figure 2
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We proceed in a similar vain for the other two independent variables, focus and segment concentration. Following the literature (Clark and Huckman 2012, KC and Terwiesch 2011, McDermott
and Stock 2011), we calculate a hospital’s degree of focus on a fixed segment as its relative volume
in that segment, measured as the number of admissions in the segment as a percentage of total
hospital admissions over the observation period. We then convert this continuous variable into a
binary variable Fish via a median dichotomization analogously to the volume variable. For the
hospital’s degree of segment concentration, we first identify the hospital’s default department for a
given segment s as the department that admits the largest proportion of the hospital’s patients in
segment s.1 We then calculate the hospital’s degree of concentration for segment s as the proportion of segment s patients routed to the hospital’s default department for segment s, and finally
convert this continuous variable into a binary variable Cish via a median split as explained above.
Note that the binary independent variables Vish , Fish , Cish vary only at the level of segments-inhospitals and are constant for all patients within a fixed segment in a fixed hospital. We interpret
these binary variables as treatment variables for patients and are interested in the average effect
of these treatments on a patient’s mortality risk.
4.5.

Moderator variable

Our hypotheses posit differing volume-outcome, focus-outcome and concentration-outcome effects
for routine and complex patients within a disease segment. We therefore group the patients within
a disease segment into three categories: routine, benchmark, and complex patients. As explained
in Section 3, we use the admission type – emergency or elective (i.e. planned) – and the patient’s
comorbidity burden to classify patients by their degree of complexity. Following the medical literature, we use the list of so-called Elixhauser comorbidities, which are known to be associated
with elevated mortality risk (Elixhauser et al. 1998) and available at patient-level in the discharge
records. We classify a patient as routine if she has a planned admission and no Elixhauser comorbidities and complex if she is an emergency admission with multiple Elixhauser comorbidities.
We present the results for the case where we require at least three comorbidities for a patient to
be classified as complex; the results are robust to other cut-offs choices. The remaining patients
are either elective patients with Elixhauser comorbidities or emergency patients with at most two
Elixhauser comorbidities and are referred to as “benchmark” patients. We use the binary variables
P Rish and P Cish to indicate that patient i in segment s and hospital h is a routine or complex
patient, respectively.
While all routine patients are electives (comprising 66% of all elective patients in our sample)
and all complex patients are emergencies (comprising 38% of all emergency patients), the admission
status is well balanced among the benchmark patients in our sample (with 51% emergency patients).
1

If a patient is admitted to the hospital’s general intensive care unit upon arrival, we assign the patient to the clinical
department that admits her after she is discharged from the general intensive care unit.
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Instrumental variables

We cannot assume that patients are randomly assigned to hospitals. As such, any beneficial effect of
volume, focus or segment concentration on mortality may be the result of selection bias of patients
with an unobserved lower mortality risk (e.g. Gaynor et al. 2005, KC and Terwiesch 2011). To
test and correct for such endogeneity, instrumental variable (IV) methods are required. IVs are
significant predictors of a patient’s hospital choice (e.g. a high-volume or low-volume hospital for
her disease segment) but are uncorrelated with the error term in the probit mortality model. We
use two types of IVs for each of the three endogenous variables, i.e. a total of six IVs.
Our first type of IV is the differential distance (DD) variable used in McClellan et al. (1994). In
the case of volume, the IV is calculated as the difference between a patient’s distance to the nearest
high-volume hospital for her patient segment s and the distance to the nearest hospital that treats
patients in segment s, independently of the segment volume in the hospital. The variable is zero
if the nearest hospital is a high-volume hospital and, otherwise, is a measure of the inconvenience
for the patient of choosing a more distant high-volume hospital over her nearest hospital. While
our main database provides information on the patient’s place of residence, the data cover only a
sample of hospitals and not the total hospital population in Germany. We use information from the
Hospital Quality Reports database (Section 4.3) to calculate this differential distance and refer the
interested reader to Chapter 4 of the supplementary material (Kuntz et al. 2016) for details of this
calculation. The second instrument is a set of binary variables, based on the idea that a patient’s
propensity to be admitted to a high-volume hospital is the higher the more high-volume hospitals
there are in the vicinity of her place of residence (KC and Terwiesch 2011). We operationalize this
idea with a set of K binary variables Dik (k ∈ {1, . . . , K }), where Dik = 1 if the k-th nearest hospital
to patient i is a high-volume hospital for patient i’s segment and zero otherwise. The results are
robust with respect to the number of binary variables K that comprise the instrument, and we
report results for K = 5. Both sets of IVs for focus and concentration are calculated analogously,
with high-volume hospitals replaced by high-focus and high-concentration hospitals, respectively.
We refer the reader to Tables 3-5 in the supplementary material (Kuntz et al. 2016) for further
details and some descriptive evidence that supports the validity of the exclusion restriction for the
IVs.
4.7.

Control variables.

We control for patient- and hospital-level factors in our econometric models. At the patient level,
we control for the patient’s disease segment, age, age squared and gender, the presence of each
of the 31 Elixhauser comorbidities, the patient’s admission day of the week and admission month
(January 2004 to December 2005), and socioeconomic factors (population density, employment
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rate, gross domestic product per capita, number of residents per physician) for the patient’s county
and federal state of residence (Cram et al. 2005). At the hospital level, we control for heterogeneity
between the hospitals by means of hospital fixed effects.
4.8.

Econometric models

4.8.1.

Cluster-specific probit models. We estimate models at the patient level to allow

us to control for patient-specific characteristics. However, in doing so, we have to account for the
hierarchy in our data, with patients clustered within segments in hospitals. To this end, we make
use of a cluster-specific probit model as explained in Wooldridge (2010, Chapter 15). In this section,
we first introduce the standard model and then its endogeneity-corrected version.
In common with the standard probit model, the cluster-specific probit model assumes that death
within seven days of admission for patient i in segment s and hospital h, indicated by a binary
∗
variable Dish , is linked to an unobserved health index Dish
for that patient. This index is modeled

as a linear function of three sets of variables:
• The independent variables of interest are the dichotomous variables Vish , Fish and Cish , indi-

cating that patient i’s hospital h is a high-volume, high-focus or high-concentration hospital for
her segment s.
• The moderators of interest are the dichotomous variables P Rish and P Cish , indicating that

patient i in segment s and hospital h is a routine or complex patient, respectively (note that there
is a third category of benchmark patients which serves as an omitted category).
• The vector Xish contains the control variables for patient i in segment s and hospital h.

In contrast to the standard model, the cluster-specific probit model makes the assumption that the
error term is composed of an unobserved cluster-specific effect νsh for the segment-within-hospital
(s, h) and an idiosyncratic error term ish for patient i. Including the interactions that are required
to test our hypotheses, the model therefore takes the latent variable form

∗
Dish
= α + Vish βV + Fish βF + Cish βC + P Rish βP R + P Cish βP C + Vish P Rish βV P R + Vish P Cish βV P C +

Fish P Rish βF P R + Fish P Cish βF P C + Cish P Rish βCP R + Cish P Cish βCP C + Xish βX + νsh + ish

(1)

∗
Dish = 1[Dish
> 0],

where 1[.] is the indicator function and Dish indicates death of patient i in segment s and hospital h.
Assuming, as in the standard probit model, that the idiosyncratic error terms ish are sampled independently from a standard normal distribution, i.e. ish | Vish , Fish , Cish , P Rish , P Cish , Xish , νsh ∼
N (0, 1), turns (1) into the probability model
P (Dish = 1|Vish , Fish , Cish , P Rish , P Cish , Xish , νsh ) =
Φ(α + Vish βV + Fish βF + Cish βC + P Rish βP R + P Cish βP C + Vish P Rish βV P R +

(2)
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Vish P Cish βV P C + Fish P Rish βF P R + Cish P Cish βCP C + Xish βX + νsh ),

where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. We cannot
estimate the cluster-specific effects νsh because the independent variables of interest Vish , Fish ,
and Cish vary only at the cluster level, making it impossible to identify βV , βF , βC together
with νsh . Instead, following Wooldridge (2010, p. 612–613), we assume that νsh is independent of
Vish , Fish , Cish , P Rish , P Cish , Xish , ish and is sampled from a normal distribution with mean zero
and variance τ 2 . With this assumption, νsh + ish is independent of the covariates and normally
distributed with zero mean and variance σ 2 = τ 2 + 1 and the latent variable model (1) turns into
the probability model

P (Dish = 1|Vish , Fish , Cish , P Rish , P Cish , Xish ) =

(3)

P (νsh + ish > −α − Vish βV − Fish βF − Cish βC − P Rish βP R − P Cish βP C − Vish P Rish βV P R −
Vish P Cish βV P C − Fish P Rish βF P R − Fish P Cish βF P C − Cish P Rish βCP R − Cish P Cish βCP C − Xish βX )
= Φ(α̃ + Vish β̃V + Fish β̃F + Cish β̃C + P Rish β̃P R + P Cish β̃P C + Vish P Rish β̃V P R + Vish P Cish β̃V P C +
Fish P Rish β̃F P R + Fish P Cish β̃F P C + Cish P Rish β̃CP R + Cish P Cish β̃CP C + Xish β̃X ),

with scaled versions α̃ = ασ , β̃V =

βV
σ

, . . . , β̃X =

βX
σ

of the parameters (Wooldridge 2010, pp. 583-

584). Standard probit estimation provides consistent estimates of the parameters α̃, β̃V , . . . , β̃X , and
standard errors clustering at the level of segments in hospitals (s, h) corrects for the dependence
of the error terms due to the composite structure νsh + ish in the population model (1). While we
cannot recover the parameters α, βV , . . . , βX of model (2) because we cannot estimate σ, the fact
that 0 <

1
σ

=√1

1+τ 2

< 1 implies that the probit inference on the sign of α̃, β̃V , . . . , β̃X remains valid

for α, βV . . . , βX . In addition, average partial effect estimates based on the scaled parameters will
be consistent (Wooldridge 2010, p. 584).
4.8.2.

Endogeneity-controlled models. As we have seen, statistical inference and average

partial effect estimations for the cluster-specific probit model are possible with a standard probit
procedure. However, studies on the quality effects of volume and focus in hospitals have rightly
raised concerns about endogenous hospital selection (e.g. Cram et al. 2005, Gaynor et al. 2005, KC
and Terwiesch 2011). To alleviate endogeneity concerns for the independent variables of interest,
we estimate a recursive equation system (Roodman 2011). The equation system consists of three
probit selection equations that model whether the patient is assigned to a high- or low-volume
hospital for their disease segment (selection equation 1), whether the patient is assigned to a
high- or low-focus hospital for their disease segment (selection equation 2), or whether the patient
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is assigned to a high- or low segment concentration hospital for their disease segment (selection
equation 3). As a fourth component, the system contains an outcome equation that estimates the
effect of this assignment on the patient’s mortality risk, with recursive regressors Vish , Fish , and
Cish . Unobserved factors that may affect both hospital selection and outcomes are included by way
of the correlation matrix of the multivariate error term of the four equations, which is an additional
parameter of the model. A likelihood ratio test of zero correlation between the selection equations
and the outcome equation can then be used as a Hausman endogeneity test (Knapp and Seaks
1998). Formally, the model is specified as follows:
∗
V
V
Vish
= ξ V + P Rish ηPV R + P Cish ηPV C + Yish ηX
+ Zish
ηZV + Vish ,
∗
Vish = 1[Vish > 0]
∗
F
F
Fish
= ξ F + P Rish ηPF R + P Cish ηPF C + Yish ηX
+ Zish
ηZF + Fish ,
∗
Fish = 1[Fish
> 0]
∗
C
C
Cish
= ξ C + P Rish ηPCR + P Cish ηPCC + Yish ηX
+ Zish
ηZC + C
ish ,
∗
Cish = 1[Cish > 0]

(4)

∗
= ψ + Vish γV + Fish γF + Cish γC + P Rish γP R + P Cish γP C + Vish P Rish γV P R + Vish P Cish γV P C +
Dish
Fish P Rish γF P R + Fish P Cish γF P C + Cish P Rish γCP R + Cish P Cish γCP C + Xish γX + D
ish
∗
> 0],
Dish = 1[Dish

D
where the errors (Vish , Fish , C
ish , ish ) are sampled from a multivariate standard normal distribution

  
 V 

0
1 ρV F ρV C ρV D
ish
F
 0   ρV F 1 ρF C ρF D 
ish 
.
C  ∼ N  0  ,  ρ
1 ρCD 
V C ρF C
ish
D
0
ish
ρV D ρF D ρCD 1

(5)

and the vector Yish denotes all control variables affecting the patient’s hospital choice (i.e. the
hospital fixed effects are excluded).
Following the convention in recursive simultaneous equation models, we improve the robustness
of the estimations by including instruments Zish in the selection equations. Since our equation
system is recursive and fully observed (i.e. the endogeneous variables appear on the right-hand
side of the outcome equation only as observed and not in their latent form) we can use the full
information maximum likelihood estimator implemented in the user-written STATA command cmp
(Roodman 2011).
In our context, maximum likelihood estimation of a simultaneous equations model is more suitable than two-stage procedures for several reasons. First, our hypotheses require us to identify the
coefficients of interaction terms, which are identified in our models whenever the coefficients of the
direct effects in the system without interaction terms are identified (Wooldridge 2010, p.266 and
p.596). We therefore do not need additional instrumental variables for the identification of interaction coefficients. Second, the approach allows us to incorporate all three endogenous variables
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simultaneously in the mortality equation. Specifically, patient selection of a hospital on a specific
variable does not only lead to a selection bias of the coefficient of this variable but also of the coefficient of correlated independent endogeneous variables. For example, if patients who are sicker in
unobserved ways prefer higher volume hospitals for their segment and segment volume and segment
focus are positively correlated, then sicker patients become more likely in highly focused hospitals,
not because they chose focus hospitals but because focus is positively correlated with volume. The
simultaneous equations model controls for unobserved factors that affect the correlations between
the three endogenous variables via the error correlation coefficients ρV F , ρV C and ρF C . Lastly, in the
case of binary dependent variables multivariate probit models are generally preferable to two-stage
procedures because the latter do not provide consistent estimators of the parameters of the treatment effects. Estimation by simultaneous equation probit models outperforms two-stage methods
and is more robust to deviations from multivariate normality assumptions (Bhattacharya et al.
2006).

5.

Results

Table 1 reports the estimation results of a single-equation probit model and of the endogeneity
controlled simultaneous equations model (4), using the cmp command in STATA 14 . The upper
panel reports coefficient estimates for the binary independent variables, indicating that a patient
was admitted to a high-volume (Vol), high-focus (Foc) or high-concentration (Con) hospital for
her disease segment, as well as coefficients for their interactions with routine (PR) and complex
(PC) patient types. The direct effects of the patient types and the control variables described in
Section 4.7 are included in all models but are not reported. The second panel reports the coefficients
of the IVs in the selection equations for the model (4), with DDV , DDF and DDC referring to the
three differential distance instruments, one for each selection equation, and DkV , DkF and DkC
referring to the three sets of binary variables indicating that the patient’s k-th nearest hospital is
a high-volume, high-focus or high-concentration hospital, respectively, for her disease segment (see
Section 4.6). The third panel reports the estimated correlation coefficient of the error terms in (4).
The final three panels report the test statistic and significance for the effects of volume, focus and
concentration for routine and complex patients, respectively, as well as the differential effects.
We find clear evidence for endogeneity. There is a significant unobserved negative correlation
between mortality and volume (ρV D = −0.109, p < 0.001), suggesting that patients in high volume
hospitals are less severely ill on unobserved factors. We also find a weakly significant positive
correlation between mortality and concentration (ρCD = 0.068, p < 0.1). Moreover, all correlations
between the endogenous independent variables are significantly different from zero. Note that for
each selection equation at least one type of instrumental variable is highly significant. Since we only
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Table 1
Mortality equation
Vol
Vol * PR
Vol * PC
Foc
Foc * PR
Foc * PC
Con
Con * PR
Con * PC

Probit and simultaneous equations models
Probit
∗∗

−0.106
(0.034)
0.011
(0.041)
0.129∗∗
(0.041)
−0.057∗
(0.023)
−0.196∗∗∗
(0.037)
0.038
(0.033)
−0.056∗
(0.026)
0.094∗
(0.039)
−0.071∗
(0.034)

Simultaneous equations model
0.035
(0.056)
0.016
(0.041)
0.127∗∗
(0.041)
−0.007
(0.053)
−0.189∗∗∗
(0.037)
0.038
(0.033)
−0.144∗
(0.072)
0.089∗
(0.039)
−0.068∗
(0.034)

Selection equations (IVs)

Vol

DDV , DDF , DDC
D1V , D1F , D1C
D2V , D2F , D2C
D3V , D3F , D3C
D4V , D4F , D4C
D5V , D5F , D5C

Foc

Con

∗∗∗

−0.023
(0.005)
0.460∗∗∗
(0.080)
0.127∗
(0.063)
0.134∗
(0.057)
−0.061
(0.053)
0.020
(0.053)

−0.003
(0.006)
0.603∗∗∗
(0.096)
0.225∗∗
(0.074)
0.115
(0.077)
−0.069
(0.064)
−0.024
(0.074)

−0.002
(0.005)
0.323∗∗∗
(0.085)
0.144∗
(0.064)
0.165∗∗
(0.061)
0.147∗
(0.067)
−0.018
(0.060)

−0.109∗∗∗
(0.031)

−0.041
(0.030)
0.462∗∗∗
(0.049)

0.068+
(0.042)
−0.407∗∗∗
(0.051)
0.136∗
(0.059)

Error correlations
ρV D , ρF D , ρCD
ρV F , ρV C
ρF C
Total effect routine patients
Vol
Foc
Con

−0.094∗
(0.042)
−0.253∗∗∗
(0.033)
0.038
(0.035)

0.051
(0.061)
−0.196∗∗
(0.062)
−0.055
(0.077)

0.024
(0.043)
−0.018
(0.031)
−0.127∗∗∗
(0.035)

0.162∗
(0.063)
0.032
(0.058)
−0.212∗∗
(0.079)

−0.118∗
(0.052)
−0.234∗∗∗
(0.043)
0.165∗∗∗
(0.048)

−0.111∗
(0.051)
−0.228∗∗∗
(0.043)
0.158∗∗∗
(0.048)

265,133
2,067

265,133
2,067

Total effect complex patients
Vol
Foc
Con
Effect differences
∆ Vol (PR, PC)
∆ Foc (PR, PC)
∆ Con (PR, PC)
Observations
Segments-in-hospitals

Standard errors clustered on segments-in-hospitals.
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05 + p<0.10
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need one instrument per equation, the lack of significance of the other type of instrument is not a
concern. Overall, there is clear evidence for endogeneity and the strength of our instruments. We
therefore use the results of the mortality equation of the simultaneous equations model to evaluate
the evidence for our hypotheses. We include the probit estimations in Table 1 to allow readers to
evaluate the selection bias.
Hypothesis 1 posits a positive effect of volume on service quality (i.e. a negative effect of
volume on mortality) for routine patients and a deterioration of this effect with patient complexity.
This hypothesis is only partially confirmed by model (4) in Table 1. We find no significant effect of
volume on mortality for routine patients (0.035+0.016 = 0.051, p > 0.1)2 . However, we find evidence
that the volume–mortality effect differs between routine and complex patients (0.016 − 0.127 =
−0.111, p < 0.05) and that there is a significant negative effect of volume for complex patients

(0.035 + 0.127 = 0.162, p < 0.05) in our data. Note that the standard probit model supported our
hypothesis fully, estimating a beneficial effect of volume on mortality for routine patients (−0.106 +
0.011 = −0.094, p < 0.05), no significant effect for complex patients (−0.106 + 0.129 = 0.024, p >
0.1) and a significant differential effect between routine and complex patients (0.011 − 0.129 =
−0.118, p < 0.05). This evidence is spurious as it can be partially explained by selection effects that

are controlled for in the simultaneous equations model.
Hypothesis 2 posits a positive effect of focus on service quality for routine patients and a
deterioration of this effect with patient complexity. This hypothesis is fully supported by our
estimation results. We find a significant effect of focus on mortality for routine patients (−0.007 −
0.189 = −0.196, p < 0.01). We also find that the focus–mortality effect differs significantly between
routine and complex patients (−0.038 − 0.189 = −0.228, p < 0.001). Focus does not have a significant
effect on mortality for the complex patients in our data (−0.007 + 0.038 = 0.032, p > 0.1).
Hypothesis 3 posits a positive effect of segment concentration on service quality for complex patients and a deterioration of this effect as patient complexity decreases. This hypothesis
is fully supported by the estimation results. We find a significant effect of segment concentration on mortality for complex patients (−0.144 − 0.068 = −0.212, p < 0.01). We also find that the
concentration–mortality effect differs significantly between routine and complex patients (0.089 +
0.068 = 0.158, p < 0.001). Segment concentration does not have a significant effect on mortality for
the routine patients in our data (−0.144 + 0.089 = −0.055, p > 0.1).
Table 2 reports risk-adjusted mortality rates by patient type and independent variable, based
on the mortality equation of the simultaneous equations model in Table 1. These mortality rates
are obtained by calculating the model-predicted probabilities of death for each patient in the
2

We have estimated the same model without complexity as a moderator. The estimated average volume effect across
all patient types was also insignificant.
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Table 2

Estimated risk-adjusted seven-day in-hospital mortality rates

Volume-mortality
Low High
Routine
1.39% 1.55%
Benchmark 3.35% 3.59%
Complex
4.58% 6.08%
Focus-mortality
Low High

APE
n/s
n/s
1.50 pp
APE

Routine
2.09% 1.36% -0.73 pp
Benchmark 3.57% 3.52%
n/s
Complex
5.56% 5.88%
n/s
Concentration-mortality
Low High
APE
Routine
1.59% 1.41%
n/s
Benchmark 3.91% 2.98% -0.93 pp
Complex
6.49% 4.50% -1.99 pp
Predictions based upon the outcome equation of the simultaneous equation model in
Table 1.

sample in the two counterfactual worlds, where either all sample patients are admitted to lowvolume (low-focus, low-concentration) hospitals or all are admitted to high-volume (high-focus,
high-concentration) hospitals for their segment. The difference between these two estimates, averaged over the sample, is the average partial effect (APE). We report APEs only for significant
differences and as percentage point changes (pp). All statistically significant effects are also clinically highly significant.

6.
6.1.

Robustness and limitations
Robustness checks

In view of the multiple modelling choices we had to make, we conducted the following robustness
checks which we report on in detail in the supplementary material (Kuntz et al. 2016). For each
robustness check we estimated two models (a single equation probit model and a simultaneous
equations model to control for endogeneity) analogously to Table 1.
1. We use several arbitrary thresholds in the definition of our variables and exclusion criteria
for the sample and therefore checked the robustness of our findings to changes in these thresholds
((Kuntz et al. 2016), Chapter 7, Tables 11-13).
2. We varied the definition of patient complexity in three ways, (i) by using two and four instead
of three Elixhauser comorbidities as the cut-off ((Kuntz et al. 2016), Chapter 8, Tables 14 and
15), (ii) by using a complexity measure based on information in the German DRG codes that
is analogous to complications and comorbidity information in the US Medicare DRGs ((Kuntz
et al. 2016), Chapter 8, Table 16), and (iii) by using a complexity measure based on whether the
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comorbidity is likely to be known at the time of admission ((Kuntz et al. 2016), Chapter 8, Table
17).
3. To increase homogeneity, we estimated models for two subsamples, (i) for the 94,622 patients
with diseases of the circulatory system ((Kuntz et al. 2016), Chapter 9, Table 18)) and (ii) for
a subsample of 62,470 patients with six conditions for which quality of care is known to affect
mortality significantly (for details see Kuntz et al. 2015) ((Kuntz et al. 2016), Chapter 9, Table
19).
4. Although, as argued in Section 4.4, dichotomization of the independent variables is preferable
our context, we re-estimated the models with continuous independent variables as a robustness
check ((Kuntz et al. 2016), Chapter 10, Table 20).
5. We estimated three alternative model specifications, (i) models with random segment-withinhospital effects ((Kuntz et al. 2016), Chapter 11, Table 21), (ii) a discrete survival analysis with
discharge as competing risk (Kuntz et al. 2015) ((Kuntz et al. 2016), Chapter 11, Table 22), (iii)
linear probability models. The linear probability models offered a poor fit to the data as it predicted
negative mortality probabilities for over 20% of the sample patients. Horrace and Oaxaca (2006)
show that OLS estimates of linear probability models are biased and inconsistent when there is a
positive probability that the data generating process produces covariates that lead to predictions
outside the unit interval and that the bias grows with the proportion of predictions that fall outside
this interval. We therefore consider this model as unreliable in our context and do not present the
results in Kuntz et al. (2016).
Of the robustness checks presented in 12 tables in Kuntz et al. (2016), 9 models show qualitatively identical or stronger results, compared to the main model presented in this paper and three
models lend somewhat weaker support to our hypotheses (Tables 12,19,22). In particular all models
estimate the same coefficient signs as the models presented here. Two of the models with weaker
significance levels provide similar coefficient estimates but are based on smaller samples (Tables
12 and 19), indicating a lack of statistical power. In summary, the robustness checks support the
result of our main model presented in Table 1.
6.2.

Limitations

Naturally, this study has limitations beyond the issues raised in the robustness checks. Specifically,
there are several sources of estimation bias in our context, including the non-randomness of the
hospital sample, the hierarchical nature of the data, patient selection effects and measurement
errors. While we have attempted to address all of these sources in our model specification, we
acknowledge that there are residual concerns and limitations.
First, our hospital sample is not a random sample from the German hospital industry and is
somewhat biased towards larger hospitals, with an average of 378 beds compared to a national
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average of 243 beds, and against for-profit hospitals, which account for 15.2% of the sample hospitals
compared to a German average of 27.8% (Statistisches Bundesamt 2008). In addition, the sample
contains two large clusters in two federal states, with the remaining hospitals scattered across the
country. In terms of teaching hospital status, the sample’s proportion of 30% is close to the national
proportion of 31%. The non-representativeness of the hospital sample is a limitation of the study
and we caution against the generalizability of our findings to smaller hospitals in Germany and
beyond the German hospital context. We have addressed the non-random nature of the hospital
sample by including hospital fixed effects to control in an aggregate way for structural differences
between hospitals that affect mortality. The use of fixed effects, however, may cause incidental
parameter bias and random effects models are often proposed as better alternatives. In our context,
a fixed effects model is preferable to a random effects model because our hospital sample cannot
be assumed to be randomly drawn from the hospital population. In fact, Greene (2004) shows in
a simulation study that the bias due to random effects may be larger than the bias caused by the
incidental parameter problem. While the results of this study suggest that the fixed effects model is
appropriate for our data (60 hospitals and 39 disease segments), incidental parameter bias cannot
be entirely ruled out but is likely to be small (Greene 2004).
Second, to address the hierarchical nature of our data, with patients within segments-of-hospitals,
we have estimated a cluster-specific probit model (see Section 4.8.1). This model provides a consistent estimation of average partial effects but is predicated on the assumption that the clusterspecific effects (νsh in (1)) are normally distributed and independent of the other covariates in the
model (Wooldridge 2010, pp. 610-611). While this is a standard assumption, we acknowledge that
the assumption is quite strong, even after controlling for hospital and segment fixed effects.
Third, we believe patient selection and other causality effects, such as reverse causality, to be
the most likely source of bias. We addressed this directly in the model specification, with one
outcome and three selection equations. While such recursive multi-equation probit models are
generally identified without instrumental variables (Wilde 2000), the use of instruments makes the
estimation more robust to deviations from the multi-normality assumptions. We have used variants
of two established instruments for each selection equation and are confident that these address
selection bias appropriately. However, the cross-sectional nature of our data limits the strengths of
the evidence of a general causality claim beyond our setting. The effect that we identify could be
specific to the context of the period during which our data were collected and its environmental
and regulatory regimes. We cannot generalize beyond this context with our data.
Fourth, while some of the robustness checks have addressed issues of measurement error, residual
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concerns remain. Specifically, our complexity measures, based on aggregating comorbidity information in discharge records, are coarse and generic. They are therefore likely to suffer from measurement errors, which may attenuate our estimates. It would be desirable to work with segmentspecific complexity measures that account for the differential impact of different comorbidities on
the service process of specific diseases. The development of such measures, however, is a significant
undertaking that would require disease-specific clinical input; this goes beyond the scope of this
study.
Finally, our estimated volume, focus and concentration effects are averaged across patient types
(routine, benchmark, complex) in the segment. When we apply these estimates to assess the effect
of separating out routine patients into value-adding process clinics, we make the assumption that
a reduction of the volume of routine patients in a segment has the same effect as a reduction of
segment volume with the mix of patient types kept constant. While an extension of our model
could be applied to evaluate this assumption by estimating models at the level of patient-type
volumes, focus and concentration in the segments, we have refrained from this level of granularity
in the interest of keeping the paper focused and legible. Further studies are needed to address this
specific question.

7.

Managerial implications and conclusions

Christensen et al. (2009) argue that the coexistence of two fundamentally misaligned operational
models lies at the heart of the unsustainable increase in healthcare costs in general hospitals. On the
one hand, general hospitals operate “solution shops”, where doctors practice “intuitive medicine”
for patients with complex and ill-diagnosed conditions for whom no standard diagnosis and treatment path is available. On the other hand, general hospitals operate value-adding processes, where
doctors apply rules-based “precision medicine” to patients who are well-diagnosed and have clear
treatment plans. The trial-and-error approach that is required for the first type of patient is at odds
with the “getting it right the first time” paradigm that one expects from an effective value-adding
process. Christensen et al. (2009) propose a radical change of general hospitals, separating these
two types of activities, so that solution shops and value-adding process clinics can concentrate on
optimizing their respective operations. Using data from 60 German hospitals, this paper studies
the effect of such a reorganization on service quality, specifically mortality. The results support
Christensen et al. (2009)’s proposal in three ways.
First, as routine patients are separated out into value-adding process clinics, the proposed reorganization will affect the hospitals’ admissions volume in patient segments. It is therefore important
to understand how the volume–outcome relationship affects the different types of patients that are
designated to be treated in the two organizations – routine patients in value-adding process clinics
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and more complex patients in solution shops. Our data suggests a significant negative volume–
mortality effect for complex patients: Complex patients who are treated in hospitals with a high
volume in their patient segment have, on average, a higher mortality risk after controlling for
hospital selection. Although this observation contradicts much of the literature, which typically
stipulates a positive volume-outcome effect, we are not the first to show a negative effect (e.g. Horwitz et al. 2015, for readmissions). We argue theoretically that effective care for complex patients
relies heavily on informal and relational coordination between practitioners and that such coordination becomes increasingly ineffective with scale. Our data suggests that the reduction in hospital
scale that would be caused by separating out routine patients into value-adding process clinics will
not harm but in fact benefit the remaining more complex patients in the solution shop hospitals.
Second, our models include a hospital’s segment total volume and relative volume (focus) simultaneously. These two variables are positively correlated by nature. We find that for routine patients,
focus is the dominant driver of service quality, while volume becomes non-significant when considered together with focus. This suggests that value-adding process clinics should be set up as
focused factories (Skinner 1974) that specialize in specific disease segments for routine patients.
It also suggests that these clinics do not have to be organized at a regional level to achieve high
volume, as sometimes proposed. They may be set up at a local level, in proximity to but organizationally separated from the general hospital that will concentrate on solution shop activities for
emergency and complex elective patients. This may allow some resource sharing and, importantly,
would facilitate referral between these two types of organizations if and when appropriate.
Third, we investigate a new variable that measures the extent to which a hospital routes newly
arriving patients in a segment into the same department. We find that a high degree of segment concentration is associated with reduced mortality for the complex patients in that segment, while the
data do not show a significant mortality effect for routine patients. This observation suggests that
after separating routine patients into focused, value-adding process clinics, the remaining downsized general hospitals should adapt disease-based departmental routing strategies to ensure that
all patients in a disease segment are admitted to one clinical department that takes responsibility
for that entire segment.
A counterfactual analysis gives an idea of the overall effect of the proposed reorganization of
general hospitals in our sample. Using the endogeneity corrected outcome equation of the simultaneous equations model in Table 1 to predict mortality effects, we perform the counterfactual
analysis in two steps, a separation and a concentration step.
In the separation step, we assume that routine patients are separated out of general hospitals and
treated in segment-focused valued-adding process clinics. We assume that, for financial reasons,
these clinics are set up as high-volume clinics for each segment they treat. In the model this amounts
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to setting the binary focus and volume values to 1 for all routine patients. We do not change the
concentration variable for routine patients in the counterfactual analysis. The coefficient of this
variable is negative but insignificant in the model. Keeping it unchanged is therefore a conservative
assumption relative to concentrating all routine patients in departments for their segment in the
new value-adding process clinics. After separating out routine patients from the general hospitals,
we recalculate the continuous focus, volume and concentration variables for the remaining nonroutine patients in their hospital. If the new annualized volume of segment s in hospital h falls
below this median threshold for segment s, we reset the volume indicator Vish to zero for all patients
in segment s and hospital h, indicating that following the reallocation the hospital had become
a low-volume hospital for that segment. We proceed similarly for the focus and concentration
measure.
In the concentration step, we assess the effect of increasing the departmental concentration for
the non-routine patients in the rescaled solution shop hospitals by increasing the percentage of
concentrated patients from the original 31% of patients that were concentrated after the separation
step.
Table 3 and Figure 3 summarize the results of this reorganization for several segment concentration levels. Pulling the first lever, i.e. separating out routine patients from the general hospitals
and putting them into focused value-adding process clinics, reduces mortality by 8.55% (Number
needed to treat (NNT)=757) for routine patients and has a relatively small effect on the nonroutine patients who remain in the general hospitals and whose mortality rate decreases by 1.67%
(NNT=1,476) after reorganization. Figure 3 shows that the second lever, increasing segment concentration, has a large additional effect on mortality of the solution shop patients, reducing it by
5.25% (NNT=469) as segment concentration increases from 31% to 45% and by 9.09% (NNT=271)
if concentration can be increased to 60% of the hospital patients.
We acknowledge that this counterfactual analysis is simplistic in nature. In reality, such an
organizational separation of routine from non-routine care would pose a number of challenges that
are not accounted for in this model. Economic issues are paramount. Existing general hospitals
may well provide fairly efficient services for routine patients in a segment and use these profit
margins to cover losses associated with the care of more complex patients. Such hospitals could
become financially unsustainable if they lose their routine patients to independent value-adding
process clinics. In addition, the reduced patient volume may make it impossible to retain all
the sub-specializations that are necessary to treat complex patients. For these reasons, a local
hospital-within-hospital reorganization is likely to be a preferable to a regional reorganization,
where new and independent value-adding process clinics are established. Cook et al. (2014) report
on the experience with such an internal reorganization at a major teaching hospital. Our data
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Table 3

Counterfactual analysis: Redesign of general hospitals

Routine Non-routine
patients
patients
Before reorganization
% patients in high-volume hospitals
% patients in high-focus hospitals
% patients in high-concentration hospitals
predicted seven-day mortality rate

89.88%
80.89%
31.25%
1.52%

83.28%
66.57%
31.04%
4.06%

After reorganization
% patients in high-volume hospitals
% patients in high-focus hospitals
% patients in high-concentration hospitals
predicted seven-day mortality rate

100%
100%
31.25%
1.39%

69.83%
82.00%
31.13%
4.00%

0.0013
8.55%
757

0.0006
1.67%
1,476

Absolute rate difference
% rate difference
NNT
NNT: number needed to treat to avoid one death

Figure 3

Number needed to treat depending on segment concentration

suggests that volume is less important for routine patients than focus. Therefore the volume effect
of large regional reorganizations may not outweigh their costs, while focused value-adding process
clinics within the boundary of a hospital are likely to create most of the quality gains for routine
patients. Hospitals-within-hospitals have the advantage that an element of cross-subsidization can
be maintained at the hospital level and that some resources can be shared between the solution
shops and value-adding process clinics. In addition, the collocation of value-adding process clinics
and solution shops allows for quick transfers between the two organizations if patients are misrouted or if routine patients develop rare complications during treatment that require access to
solution shop resources.
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A successful implementation of the proposed reorganization will require an effective gatekeeping
process. How can routine patients be identified and who should make the routing decision to valueadding process clinics? Related to the gatekeeping challenge is the reimbursement challenge. How
should the two types of hospitals be reimbursed to avoid cherry-picking of routine patients by
solution shops for financial gains? These are important questions that need to be addressed by
future research. Additional research is also required to test our hypotheses in the context of specific
conditions, using condition-specific quality and complexity metrics. The results presented in this
paper relate to average effects across patient segments and our data sample is neither large nor
granular enough to carry out segment-specific analyses.
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